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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

Philip Modlin Director

The Executive Office is pleased to announce that Mrs Seetta

Richardson Legal Clerk U.S Attorneys office Miami Florida was

the overall winner in the clerical category this year for the Seventh

Annual Employee of the Year Awards Dade County Florida

Mrs Richardson and the winners from five other categories of Federal

service were honored at luncheon in their behalf on March 30th

Director John Ingersoll Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

was the principal speaker and over 500 Federal employees were in

attendance

The Executive Office has been receiving an increasing number of

complaints from United States Attorneys that their machine listings do

not accurately reflect th status of certain of their cases despite their

repeatedly sending up-dated mark sense cards to the Department The

problem is apparently acute with cases which no longer belong on the

inventory If you are experiencing difficulty it is suggested that the

list of cases to be updated reflecting the appropriate changes be sent

to Mark Biallas Office of Management Support with carbon copy to

Assistant Attorney General Pellerzi Your inventories will be adjusted

to reflect appropriate case status
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Investigative Guidelines Under Federal

Explosives Law Approved

The Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division of the Internal Revenue

Service ATFD and the FBI have recently accepted guidelines setting forth

their respective investigative jurisdictions under the non-regulatory pro-
visions of the Federal explosives law enacted in October 1970 Attached

as an appendix to this Bulletin is the Criminal Divisions analysis of the

Federal explosives law the Departments guidelines governing its enforce

ment and copy of the investigative guidelines

Model State Explosives Act Approved

by Department

The Department recently approved Model State Explosives Act
drafted by the Weapons and Explosives Control Unit of the General Crimes

Section and forwarded it to the Office of Management and Budget 0MB
for submission to the Council of State Governments The 0MB has not

taken any action on the proposed model act at this time

Because the Federal explosives law was not designed to regulate

individual intrastate purchases of explosives from licensed dealers other

than by prohibiting the distribution of explosives to certain classes of

persons and by requiring records to be kept of every transaction and

since it did not seek to regulate the technical qualifications of users of

explosives there is need for state legislation to regulate these areas

of primary state concern The Federal explosives law has placed the

states in position to effectively regulate such purchases and use

qualifications by creating protective umbrella to guard against the

circumvention of such state law through unregulated interstate trans

actions in explosives The proposed Model State Explosives Act is

designed to mesh with the Federal law and by creating regulatory

framework for all purchases possession and storage of explosives by
non-Federal licensees and pern-iittees and by regulating the technical

qualifications of all individuals using explosves whether or not they are

subject to Federal regulation

Criminal Division
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Inapplicability of State Statutes Providing

Redemption Period After Foreclosure

The Supreme Court has denied certiorari in Lynch United States

39 Law Week 3224 thus leaving standing the ruling of the Court of Appeals

in United States Stadium Apartments Inc 425 2d 358 C.A
1970 that State redemption statutes do not apply in judicial foreclosure

proceedings instituted by the United States Thus unless the mortgage

being foreclosed provides for post-sale redemption period or expressly

incorporates State law providing for such period of redemption arrange

ments should be made for the delivery of the Marshalts deed immediately

after confirmation of sale

Civil Division
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

DISTRICT COURT

CLAYTON ACT

COURT GRANTS PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION SECTION
CLAYTON ACT CASE

United States White Consolidated Industries Inc et al

Ohio Civil 71-91 February 24 1971 60-037-20

On February 24 1971 Chief Judge Frank Battisti of the North
ern District of Ohio Eastern Division granted preliminary injunction

barring the defendants White Consolidated Industries Inc and White

Motor Corporation from consummating their merger The testimony
and argument on the preliminary injunction had been presented on Feb
ruary 16 and 17

Motions for injunctive relief had been filed together with the corn-

plaint on January 27 1971 After argument on the 27th the court granted

temporary restraining order which prevented consummation of the

merger and required the companies to take such steps as necessary to

assure that they would remain separate and distinct entities The order

permitted White Motor to request advice from White Consolidated

The complaint charged that the merger of these two large manu
facturing firms each of which was largely devoted to the production and

sale of non-electrical machinery would encourage the trend of mergers
of large firms thereby increasing the concentration of control of manu
facturing and non-electrical machinery assets The complaint also alieged
that the merger would eliminate competition between White Motor and

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company White Consolidated owned in ex
cess of 25 per cent of Allis_ChalmersT stock foreclosure competitors
of White Consolidated from selling to the merged firm and create in
dustry structures conducive to reciprocity and reciprocity effect

At the outset of his memorandum opinion granting the preliminary

injunction Judge Battisti stated
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This case is not so much contest between

the United States Department of Justice and the

two defendant companies as skirmish in broader

battle over the direction American economic life

will take in the coming years At the center of

this struggle is the concept of the conglomerate

corporation--not particularly new development
but one which lately has gained great momentum
One reason for its recent popularity is the attempt

of companies to expand through acquisition of other

firms while avoiding the antitrust problems of

vertical or horizontal mergers The resulting

corporations have had none of the earmarks of the

traditional trust situation but they have presented

new problems of their own Although the market

shares of the several component firms within their

individual markets remain unchanged in conglomerate

mergers their capital resources become pooled-

concentrated into ever fewer hands Economic con-

centration is economic power and the Government
is concerned that this trend if left unchecked will

pose new hazards to the already much-battered com
petitive system in the United States

Later in the opinion the court cited Allis-Chalmers Mfg Co
White Consolidated Industries Inc 414 2d 506 3rd Cir 1969 cert
denied 396 1009 for the proposition that an acquisition which

creates market structure conducive to reciprocal dealing provides

the acquiring company with an anti-competitive advantage over its com
petitors Judge Battisti then stated

Although this Court is not bound by decisions

ofthe Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit the

logic of its opinion in the Allis-Chalmers case seems
both inescapable and quite compelling The result of

merger between the defendant corporations would

be no less than super-conglomerate whose impact

upon the market can hardly be gauged The undesir

able effects of such merger are totally unrelated

to the motives of the parties rather their mere size

in the market will operate as lever which in turn

will lessen competition Unquestionably other firms

will hesitate to compete too zealously with one divi

sion out of fear of antagonizing the entire firm and

losing it as .ustomer for other goods In particular
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the combined steel purchases of White Consolidated

and White Motor will aid Blaw-Knox in its sales of

rolling-mill equipment to the steel industry

After noting that the horizontal aspects of the merger had been

mooted by White Consolidated sales of its Allis-Chalmers stock the

court proceeded to consider the allegation concerning the trend of mer
gers of large firms

to the Governments contention that the

size and structure of these two firms may have anti-

competitive effects transcending any single product

market the Court notes that there is no reason for

it to enter so novel and uncharted territory at this

juncture Rather it is sufficient to note that in this

case there are specific and identifiable lines of com
merce particularly sales of rolling-mill equipment
in which this merger would have the effect of lessen

ing competition in the national market The broader

question of aggregate effects can best be raised in

the context of full trial

The defendants attempted to utilize White Consolidateds profit_
center concept to minimize the anti-competitive impact of their merger
However the court noted that the evidence and testimony indicated

much firmer and more centralized control by White Consolidated over

its profit-centers than the defendants alleged Further it appeared
to the court that overall corporate profits not divisional profits were
of paramount importance to White Consolidated

In regard to the defendants contention that their merger would be

abandoned if preliminary injunction were to be issued Judge Battisti

stated

the Court will not be intimidated or

pressured by such suggestions regarding the

gravity of the situation and the resultant impact
this decision will have upon the future of this

or other corporate mergers

As to the feasibility of hold separate order the court noted
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The defendants argue that under an appropriate

hold separate and apart order divestiture would

be relatively simple should permanent injunction

issue after full trial and that to grant such an

order would constitute sound policy Quite to the

contrary however it would only further bad policy

and its implementation might present ultimately

horrendous complexity It would seem then that

in balancing possible harm to the defendants against

probable antitrust violations there is no question

that national interests must take precedence

Staff Carl Steinhouse John Weedon David Hils

Gerald Rubin William LeFaiver and Curtis

Jernigan Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Patrick Gray III

COURTS OF APPEALS

AVIATION

ADMINISTRATORS DETERMINATION THAT SMOKING ON AIR
PLANES DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN EMERGENCY UPHELD

Ralph Nader Federal Aviation Administration

No 24616 decided March 1971 D.J 145-173-72

Plaintiffs filed petition with the Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration to impose an emergency ban on smoking in

commercial aircraft The Administrator although initiating proceedings
to determine whether some rule was necessary to regulate smoking in

airplanes refused to impose such an emergency ban Plaintiffs then

brought this action The district court upheld the Administrators deter
mination and the Court of Appeals affirmed

The Court of Appeals found reasonable support for the Adminis
trators determination that smoking by flight crew members did not
constitute an emergency hazard to the safety of commercial aircraft
and also that smoking by passengers did not constitute an emergency
with respect to the health of non-smoking passengers who breathed the
smoke Although noting that more serious problem was posed by
the claim that the fire hazard from smoking constitutes an emergency
the Court of Appeals also upheld the reasonableness of the Adminis
trators ruling on that account as well observing that the Administrator
had found that millions of miles have been flown by commercial air
craft without an accident or an inflight fire attributable to smoking
The Court of Appeals rejected plaintiffs contention that once the mere
possibility of hazard is shown the Administrator must rule on an

emergency basis whether to ban that hazard immediately unless the
Administrator demonstrates some countervailing public interest The
Court stated The Administrator is given some power to measure the

suggested hazard The Administrator has done that measuring in this

case and we cannot say that his measurements are unreasonable

Staff Robert Zener formerly of the Civil Division
and Robert Kopp Civil Division
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MEDICAL CARE RECOVERY ACT

GOVERNMENT ENTITLED TO RECOVER ITS MEDICAL EXPENSES
IN TREATING SERVICEMAN INJURED IN AUTOMOBILE COLLISION

WITH UNINSURED MOTORIST FROM SERVICEMANS INSURANCE CO

United States Government Employees Insurance Co
No 30 692 decided March 1971 77-0-1-3

An Air Force Master Sergeant was seriously injured in an auto
mobile collision with an uninsured motorist The servicemans private

automobile insurance policy provided for uninsured motorist coverage in

the amount of $10 000 Since there was no possibility of recovery from

the uninsured motorist the Government sought to recover its medical

expenses in treating the serviceman from the insurance company The

United States based its claim upon the Medical Care Recovery Act and

the relevant policy language which obligates GEICO to pay all sums

which insured shall be legally entitled to recover as damages from

the owner or operator of an uninsured automobile and defines

insured to include any person with respect to damages he is en
titled to recover because of bodily injury sustained by an insured

or passenger The district court accepted our argument that

the Government was entitled to recover from the uninsured motorist

under the Medical Care Recovery Act and therefore that the Government

was an insured within the policy definition

On appeal the Fifth Circuit rejected GEICOs arguments that

it does not assume the liability of the uninsured motorist to the United

States the Government may not recover because it did not suffer

bodily injuries the Government is barred by policy provision pre
cluding payment to workmens compensation carrier or other self

insurer and the Government may not recover where this will result

in the serviceman policyowner receiving less Pointing out that the same
result had been reached in GEICO United States 376 Zd 846

United States Commercial Union Insurance Group 294

Supp 768 SDNY United States USAA 312 Supp 1314 Conn
and in several other unreported district court decisions the Court con
cluded that reason is shown to us why we should depart from this

settled jurisprudence

These cases provide method for the Government to recover its

medical expenses where the tortfeasor may be judgment proof In addi

tion where the serviceman himself has been negligent and thus unable to
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recover on the uninsured motorist provision the Government can re
cover its expenses under the non-fault medical payments provision of

the servicemans policy United States U.S.A 431 2d 735

certiorari denied 39 3297 These alternative methods
of recovery should not be overlooked in medical care expense situations

Staff Robert Zener formerly of the Civil Division

and William Appler Civil Division

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF WORKMENS COMPENSATION OFFSET
PROVISION 42 424a Supp UPHELD

Barber Lofty Richardson No 20484 decided March
1971 D.J 137-37-220

Claimant was awarded social security disability benefits and his

wife and children were awarded auxiliary benefits in the total amount of

$269 80 per month But because claimant had received Michigan work
mens compensation benefits of $57 week for about 18 weeks and there
after lump sum settlement of $10 722 the Secretary reduced the social

security benefits payable to claimant and his dependents to $25 80 per
month This reduction carried out under Section 224 of the Act 42 U.S.C
424a Supp continued until the lump sum workmens compensation

settlement prorated at $57 week was exhausted

After exhausting his administrative remedies claimant brought suit

for judicial review of the Secretarys determination Claimant asserted

that Section 224 violates the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment
because it quite arbitrarily singles out workmens compensation from
broad universe of other forms of benefits as private benefits or

tort recoveries payable for injury or disability The district court

granted the Secretarys motion for summary judgment finding that the

classification embodied in Section 224 was not violative of due process

On appeal the Sixth Circuit affirmed The Court first pointed out

that statute violates the Due Process Clause only if mani
fests patently arbitrary classification utterly lacking in rational justi
fication Fleming Nestor 363 U.S 603 611 1960 See also e.g
Dandridge Williams 397 U.S 471 1970 The Court then discussed

in detail the legislative history of Section 224 to show that it had been en
acted to place limit on the amount of benefits payable to an individual

from both Federal and State disability insurance systems Noting that

claimant had conceded that the rationale underlying such limit was
reasonable the Court stated that Congress could constitutionally make it
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applicable only to workmens compensation beneficiaries- because the

record was devoid of complaints about double coverage from private in

surance or tort recoveries and it was not irrational for Congress to fail

to act upon problem about which it had received no complaints or in

formation even when it had acted upon parallel problem the ad
ministrative enforcement of reductions for receipt of workmens compen
sation would be relatively simple whereas reductions as the result of

receipt of private insurance benefits or tort recoveries would present

serious administrative problems and Social Security and Workmens

Compensation both being public social welfare programs Congress may
have considered benefits from each to be more duplicative of one another

than private insurance benefits and tort recoveries are of social security

benefits

Lofty is the first Court of Appeals decision on the constitutionality

of Section 224 Two such cases are presently pending before the Supreme

Court Russell Bartley Richardson No 703 October Term 1970

motion to affirm pending Bartley is an appeal from decision by three-

judge district court 311 Supp 876 Ky 1970 upholding the

constitutionality of Section 224 against an attack similar to that asserted

..
in Lofty and Richardson Raymond Belcher No 1091 October Term
1970 probable jurisdiction noted March 1971 single-judge district

court held that Section 224 unconstitutionally discriminated against the

claimant and that it deprived him of property right without due process
of law 317 Supp 1294 S.D Va 1970

Staff Kathryn Baldwin and James Hair Civil Division

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE ACTION
HELD NOT TO COMMENCE RUNNING UNTIL PLAINTIFF HAD DISCOV
ERED THE ACTS CONSTITUTING ALLEGED MALPRACTICE

James Toal United States No 34534 decided Feb
ruary 10 1971 D.J 157-14-351

Plaintiff became eligible for medical treatment at Veterans Admin
istration hospitals as result of back injury suffered during World War

II Because of continuing problems with his back he was admitted to

VA hospital in 1962 for evaluation and treatment There he underwent

myelogram diagnostic procedure whereby dye is injected into the

spine and X-rays are taken At the conclusion of the myelogram the

physician was unable to remove all the dye and residue was allowed to

remain in plaintiffs spini column Plaintiff was discharged from the
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hospital eight days later and shortly thereafter was in an automobile

accident which necessitated further hospitalization for head neck and

back injuries

On March 29 1963 plaintiff wrote to the VA to request that his

disability be increased because of the aggravation of his service-connected

injury caused by the accident The letter went on to mention the myelo
gram and plaintiff complained that the dye remaining in him was causing

irritation to his spinal cord pain and disabling effects including severe

headaches In March 1964 plaintiffs physician discovered the presence
of the dye in his cranial area where it had encysted upon brain tissue

Suit was brought on July 27 1965 more than three years after the myelo
gram and two years and four months after the letter to the VA complaining

of its effect on him The district court held that the suit was timely filed

finding that the plaintiff could not have known before March 1964 of the

causative relationship between the dyes retention and the eventual infla

mation of brain tissues

On appeal the Second Circuit affirmed thereby rejecting our argu
ment that Toals letter of March 29 1963 indicated that he knew the re
tention of the dye was causing him some injury and that it is not neces

sary that plaintiff know the full extent of his injury to start the statu

tory time period running Ashley United States 413 2d 490 C.A
While purportedly recognizing the validity of this rule the Court concluded

that the letter does not reveal the plaintiffs awareness that he was

suffering the injurious consequences of maltreatment The Court also

thought that it would not be reasonable to expect plaintiff to distinguish

the injury that occurred as result of the failure to remove the dye from
the injuries resulting from his preexisting injury or the immediately sub

sequent automobile accident Influencing the Courts decision on the

latter point were the facts that the Government physician had informed

plaintiff that the retained dye would not harm him and the Government

physician did not note in plaintiffs medical record the fact that dye was

retained so that his private physician treating him for the automobile in
jury was unaware of the presence of the dye

Staff Robert Zener and Donald Horowitz both

formerly of the Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURTS OF APPEALS

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

FALSELY ASSERTED FAILURE TO RECALL BY WITNESS DURING

AN INVESTIGATION HEARING CONDUCTED BY SEC INVESTIGATOR HELD

TO VIOLATE TITLE 18 U.S.C 1505 OBSTRUCTION OF PROCEEDINGS

BEFORE DEPARTMENT AGENCIES AND COMMITTEES EVEN THOUGH

DEFENDANT-WITNESS DID NOT OBSTRUCT THROUGH ANY PERSON

OTHER THAN HIMSELF

United States Vincent Alo No 35579 February 19 1971

113-51-235

Vincent Alo was subpoenaed to testify in 1966 before investigators of

the Securities and Exchange Commission who were attempting to determine

the true beneficial owership of several large blocks of stock valued at 7.6

milliondollars constituting one-third of the total outstanding shares of

Tele-Sign Inc Tele -Sign controlled Scopitone juke -box film -strip

entertainment device Tele -Sign had filed registration statement in

1965 with the seeking to sell 90 000 shares of its stock held by

ontrolling persons and affiliates The S. investigation was red

icated on belief that at least part of the stock was owned by undisclosed

beneficial owners including Alo and one Gerado Catena

During his testimony Alo claimed an inability to recall events leading

to and the substance of certain conferences in late 1964 at New York hotel

concerning dividing ownership of the Tele-Sign stock Alo pleaded memory

loss some 134 times in one and one-half hours of testimony given before the

S.E.C investigators some 18 months after the 1964 conferences Other

participants however the Court noted clearly recalled the details of the

meetings at the hotel

Alo unsuccessfully asserted before the Second Circuit that Section

1505 in its entirety only prohibited acts extrinsic to the actor such as

the intimidation of witness or the falsification of documents The Court

held that the blatantly evasive witness 3chieves this same effect as surely

by erecting screen of feigned forgetfulness as one who burns files or

induces potential witness to absent himself The Court further stated

that the two-witness rule of perjury cases was inapplicable because the

gist of his offense was ct the falsehood of his statements but the deliberate

concealment of his knowledge
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Staff United States Attorney Whitney North Seymour Jr

Assistant United States Attorneys Gary Naftalis

Ross Sandier Shirah Neiman John Nields Jr and

John Gross S.D N.Y

PLEAS

GUILTY PLEAS TO LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES MAY NOT BE

ACCEPTED OVER GOVERNMENTS OBJECTION

United States Honorable Warren Ferguson Nos 26633 26638
United States Honorable William Gray Nos 26639 26641 26644

26645 February 23 1971 Petitions for Writs of Mandamus
48-l2C573 95-0l7-12C

The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit issued two writs

of mandamus to Federal District Judges requiring them to set aside

guilty pleas to lesser included offenses which had been accepted over

the objections

In six cases consolidated for argument District Judges had allowed

the defendants to plead guilty to lesser included offense at the

arraignment over the Governments objections had refused to set the

cases for trial on the offenses charged in the indictments and had

dismissed the original charges

The appellate court ruled that this was not proper procedure under

the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure It said that under Rules 10

and 11 Cr concerning arraignment and pleas the defendant

must plead to the offense charged in the indictment or information and

may not plead to lesser offense

The Court went on to say that Rule 31 Cr which allows

the trier or fact to find the defendant guilty of lesser included offense

is no authority for accepting pleas to lesser offenses at the arraignment

stage of criminal proceedings

The Court concluded that plea of guilty to lesser charge at the

arraignment could only be accepted with the consent of the Government

The effect of this decision is not to deprive the defendant of the

possibility of being found guilty of lesser included offense after trial
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but to preclude the Governments being cut off from presenting its full

evidence of the offense charged to the trier of fact

Staff United States Attorney Robert Meyer

Calif
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION-

Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa

SUPREME COURT

WATER LAW SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY

RESERVED WATER RIGHTS 43 U.S.C 666 CONSENTS TO JOINDER
OF U.S AS DEFENDANT IN STATE COURT UNDER COLORADO PRO
CEDURES FOR MONTHLY APPLICATIONS FOR WATER RIGHTS WHERE

IS CLAIMING WATER RIGHTS UNDER STATE LAW OR RESERVED
OR OTHER RIGHTS UNDER FEDERAL LAW

United States District Court for Eagle Coimty United States

District Court for Water Division No Ct Nos 87 and 812 Mar 24
1971 90-1-2-813 and 90-1-2-868

On certiorari from two decisions of the Colorado Supreme Court re
jecting the assertion of sovereign immunity by the United States the Supreme
Court affirmed It held that 43 666 the McCarran Act consented to

joinder as defendant in State water rights determination proceeding where
the United States owned or claimed water rights under State law or reserved

or other Federal rights While confirming in broad language the existence

of Federal Reserved Water Rights on areas withdrawn from the public
domain sufficient to accomplish the purpose of the withdrawal with prior
ity date of the withdrawal the Court predicted that the State courts could

determine this matter within their procedures and held that sec 666 per
mitted them to do so

The Court rejected our stream system argument that the Eagle
River alone was not such system Finally while acknowledging the bur
dens placed on the United States with its multitudinous claims over wide

areas by the monthly proceedings of the new 1969 Colorado Act the Court

felt that all rights in the stream would be reached uperhaps month by month
but inclusively in the totalityt and any conflict with the Federal rights could

be preserved for review in the Supreme Court

Staff Deputy Assistant Attorney General Walter Kiechel Jr and

Edmund Clark Land and Natural Resources Division

COURTS OF APPEALS

URBAN RENEWAL INJUNCTIONS

AFFIRMANCE OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION DENIAL REGARDING
URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAM DISCOVERY DISALLOWANCE CRITICIZED
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Basyap Inc D.C Redevelopment Land Agency etal C.A D.C
No 71-1001 Mar 25 1971 90-1-4-234

Some property owners and business operators seek to enjoin part of

the downtown urban renewal program The Secretary of HUD RLA the

National Capital Planning Commission the City Council and pri

vate non-profit corporation were named defendants Allegations include

absence of adequate citizen participation in adopting the renewal program

refusal of HUD to afford hearing failure to make timely rehabilitation

finding lack of necessity for proposed land acquisitions and conflict of

interests among officials

After hearing of testimony and on consideration of exhibits the dis

trict court denied preliminary injunction The taking of depositions and

discovery had been stayed

The Court of Appeals found no basis for disturbing the district courts

exercise of discretion in refusing the preliminary injunction vacated its

earlier stay of all land acquisitions by RLA pending the appeal arid directed

the district court to proceed to decision on the merits Disallowance of

all discovery was however criticized

Staff Raymond Zagone Land and Natural Resources Division

CONDEMNATION APPEALS

DENIAL OF COMPENSATION FOR REDUCTION OF ACCESS

BURDEN OF PROOF FACTS OUTSIDE THE RECORD ON APPEAL

United States Certain Land in Newark Essex County

Realty and Investment Co No 18987 Mar 22 1971

33-31476

This was condemnation action for the taking of tract of land in the

City of Newark New Jersey for construction and maintenance of Federal

building The tract was bounded on the east west and north by city streets

and on the south by land of the defendant-appellant United States Realty and

Investment Company U.S Realty dead-end city street known as

Ardsley Court which adjoined part of Realtys land on the north was

taken which denied Realty access via Ardsley Court to the north

Part of U.S Realtys property was improved by building subsequently

razed the remainder was described as parking lot Realty still

retained access via two other city streets to the east and west

The first issue determined was whether the district court correctly

found that no land of Realty was taken within Ardsley Court The
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Court of Appeals noted that the complaint alleged that the City of Newark

was the purported owner and there was no denial of this allegation by any of

the defendants It concluded Since the record is barren of any information

as to the property rights if any reverting to the abutting landowners and

the burden is on the defendant landowner to establish damages we must

accept the district courts finding in this regard

The Court of Appeals also agreed that Realtys loss of access

was not compensable under the rule that an abutting owner is not entitled

to damages under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution for the taking or

closing off of access to highway where reasonably suitable alternative

means of access remain omitted What constitutes reasonable

access is question of fact

The third issue determined was whether the district court correctly

treated U.S Realtys adjoining property as single economic use unit1

in finding loss of access not compensable The Court of Appeals held that

there was no basis in the record to support U.S Realtys statement in its

brief that its parking lot was an economic use unit independent of its im
proved property and that statements of facts in briefs are not to be con
sidered as substitutes for evidence or findings made by the fact finder

Staff Glen Goodsell Land and Natural Resources Division
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Appendix to United States Attorneys Bulletin

NEW FEDERAL EXPLOSIVES LAW P.L 91-452

On October 15 1970 the President signed into law the

Organized Crime Control act of 1970 P.L 91-452 Title XI

of this Act contains the Administrations proposals to deal with

the recent rash of bombings which have occurred throughout the

United States This Memorandum analyzes Title XI and sets forth

the guidelines which have been established by the Criminal Division

to facilitate the most efficient enforcement of its provisions

General Summary

Title XI contains two types of provisions to attempt to

cope with the problems presented by the recent bombings The first

type of provision patterned after Title of the Gun Control Act

of 1968 18 U.S.C 921-928 is essentially regulatory It establishes

Federal controls over the interstate and foreign commerce of explosives

and is designed to assist the States to more effectively regulate the

manufacture sale transfer and storage of explosives within their

borders It establishes system of Federal licenses for importers

manufacturers and dealers in explosives and system of Federal permits
for users who wish to buy or transport explosives in interstate or

foreign commerce It prohibits the distribution of explosives by

licensees to persons under 21 years of age unlawful users of drugs
mental defectives fugitives from justice and persons who are under

indictment or who have been convicted of felonies The law also

requires the keeping of certain records in connection with transactions

in explosives and creates sanctions for false statements and for

the improper keeping of these records Because of the similarities

between the regulatory provisions of Title XI and Title of the Gun

Control Act of 1968 much of the case law being developed under the

latter law will be applicable to Title XI

Licensing authority is vested in the Secretary of the

Treasury and the responsibility for the enforcement of the regulatory

provisions is in Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division of the

Internal Revenue Service The regulatory provisions became

effective on February 12 1971 The Secretary of the Treasury issued

regulations under these provisions on January 15 1971 36 F.R 658-676

26 C.F.R Part 181

In addition to the regulatory scheme Title XI strengthens
the Federal criminal law with respect to the illegal use transportation
or possession of explosives It expands the Federal law to cover

malicious damage or destruction by explosives to Federal premises and

other Federal property as well as to the premises and property of
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institutions or organizations receiving Federal financial assistance
It proscribes the malicious damage or destruction by explosives of
real or personal property used in interstate or foreign comerce or
in any activity affecting such -commerce It also proscribes the

possession of explosives in Federally owned or occupied building
Finally it proscribes the making of bomb threats and the malicious
conveying of false information concerning an attempted or alleged
attempted bombing

In addition to greatly expanding the scope of the Federal
Governments jurisdiction in bombings the nonregulatory provisions
of Title XI also establish substantial penalties for the violation
of these provisions In instances where the use of explosives in

violation of certain of these provisions results in death the
death penalty will be applicable

The nonregulatory provisions took effect upon the signing
of the Act on October 15 1970 Both the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division have investigative
jurisdiction over nonregulatory explosives offenses However by
agreement their respective investigative authority will be exercised
as set forth in the guidelines attached as an appendix to this memorandum

Section Analysis

Title XI creates new chapter 40 in title 18 United
States Code -- sections 841 through 848 Section84l the definitional
section is closely patterned after similar section in the
Gun Control Act of 1968 The definition of explosive materials
is designedly broad yet it does not include such chemicals as
unsensitized ammonium nitrate which can be used as an ingredient
of an explosive but which in and of itself is not an explosive

Section 842 enumerates the unlawful acts under the regulatory
provisions of Title XI Subsection a1 prohibits any person
from engaging in the business of importing manufacturing or dealing
in explosive materials without license Thus it makes it clear
that license is required for an intrastate business as well as
for an interstate business

Section 842a2 proscribes the making of knowingly false
oral or written statement or deceitful practice intended or likely
to deceive for three different purposes for the purpose of
obtaining explosive materials from licensee for the purpose of
obtaining license or permit under this chapter from the Secretary
and for the purpose of obtaining relief from the Secretary pursuant
to section 845b from disability imposed by another provision of
this chapter

Section 842a3A bars the interstate shipment trans
portation or receiving of explosive materials by any person other than
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Federal licensee or permittee However if State specifically

by statute permits its residents to purchase explosive materials

in States contiguous to it its residents who purchase explosive

materials in contiguous State will be permitted to ship or

transport such explosive materials back to their State of residence

and to receive such explosive materials in their State of residence

Section 842a3B prohibits person other than

licensee or permittee from distributing explosive materials to

person other than licensee or permittee who he knows or has

reason to believe resides in State other than that in which the

distributor resides Thus this paragraph is designed to prevent

interstate sales of explosive materials by unregulated distributors

to unregulated persons

Section 842b prohibits licenses from knowingly distri

buting explosive materials to any person other than another licensee

permittee or person who is resident of the State in which the

licensee is licensed to do business and in which the distribution

takes place The only exception to this prohibition is that if

purchasers State of residence by statute permits him to buy explosive

materials in State contiguous to it licensee in such contiguous

State may lawfully distribute such explosive materials to him This

subsection is intended to make it clear that even regulated

distributors of explosive materials may not engage in interstate

transactions in explosive materials with unregulated distributees

except where such unregulated purchasers reside in contiguous

States which specifically permit such transactions

Section 842c proscribes the sale of explosive materials

to any person who the dealer has reason to believe intends to

transport such explosive materials into State in which such

persons purchase possession or use of explosive materials is

prohibited or which bars its residents from transporting or shipping

such explosive materials into it or from receiving explosive

materials in it This provision is designed to further assist the

States in protecting their own laws regulating the purchase

possession use and transportation of explosive materials from

circumvention by means of interstate transactions in such explosive

materials

Section 842d establishes six categories of persons whose

possession of explosive materials Congress has found to present

special danger to the public safety and welfare and prohibits licensees

from knowingly distributing explosive materials to them These

categories are persons under twenty-one years of age convicted

felons persons under indictment for felony fugitives from justice

unlawful users of drugs and adjudicated mental defectives
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Section 842e is designed to implement State and-local
explosive materials regulatory controls by making it unlawful for

licensee knowingly to distribute explosive materials to person
where the purchase possession or use of such explosive materials
by such person would be in violation of State law or any published
local ordinance applicable at the place of distribution The
aggressive enforcement of this provision is essential to the effective
ness of State laws dealing with explosives and bombings

Section 842f implements the important recordkeeping
provisions which are so vital to any successful regulatory law One
of the important features of this provision is that it requires
licensees to obtain certain identifying information from transferees
of explosive materials including statement of the intended use of
such explosive materials knowingly false statement by the

s- transferee of explosive materials as to his intended use of them
subjects the transferee to the sanctions of section 842a2

Section 842g proscribes the making of knowingly false
entries by licensees or permittees in records which they are required
to keep under this section or regulations issued under Title XI

Section 842h prohibits the possession transportation
shipment and distribution of stolen explosive materials knowing or
having reasonable cause to believe they have been stolen This total
coverage of stolen explosive materials is necessary to the effective
operation of any Federal explosives regulatory statute because of
the special problem presented by such stolen explosive materials
and the persons generally possessing them

Section 842i prohibits convicted felons persons under
indictment for felony fugitives from justice unlawful users of
drugs and adjudicated mental defectives from shipping transporting
or receiving explosive materials in interstate or foreign coninerce
The contiguous State exception is not applicable to this subsection

Section 842j makes it misdemeanor for any person to
store explosive materials in manner not in conformity with regula
tions promulgated by the Secretary which regulations must take
into account the class type and quantity of explosive materials
to be stored as well as industrial standards for safety and security
against theft This total Federal coverage of the storage of explosive
materials is necessary to deal with the particular safety hazards
presented by improperty stored explosive materials and as means
of curbing thefts of explosive materials and the special dangers
attendant to such thefts

Section 842k places an affirmative duty on possessors
of explosive materials to notify the appropriate authorities within
twenty-four hours of the possessors discovery of theft or loss
of such explosive materials This provision is necessary to deal
with the special problems presented by stolen explosives
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Section 843 establishes the procedures governing the

licensing of importers manufacturers and dealers and the grant

ing of permits to users of explosive materials This section

which is very closely patterned on the licensing provisions of the

Gun Control Act of 1968 establishes the maximum fees for licenses

and permits and sets forth certain qualifications for licensees and

permittees It also establishes procedures for the approval denial

or revocation of licenses and permits and for the review of denials

and revocations of licenses and permits

Section 843f places the requirement on all licensees

and permittees to make their records available for inspection at

reasonable times to submit such reports to the Secretary as he shall

prescribe by regulation and to permit the Secretary to enter their

premises and places of storage of explosive materials for the purpose

of inspecting and examining their records and explosive materials

during business hours

Section 844 sets the penalties for the violation of the

regulatory provisions of Title XI and creates certain Federal offenses

pertaining to the unlawful use of explosives Subsection makes

the violation of section 842a through felony subjecting the

violator to up to ten years imprisonment or fine of not more than

$10000 or both

Section 844b makes violation of sections 842j and

misdemeanors carrying maximum penalties of one year imprisonment

and $1000 fine

Section 844c subjects to forfeiture all explosive

materials involved in used or intended for use in violation of

any provision of this chapter or of the Federal criminal law

Section 844d replaces former section 837b title 18

United States Code Section 837b was confined to proscribing

the transporting or the aiding and abetting of another in transporting

an explosive in connerce

with knowledge or intent that it will be used to

damage or destroy any building or other real or

personal property for the purpose of interfering

with its use for educational religious charitable

residential business or civic objectives or of

intimidating any person pursuing such objectives

Section 844d amends this provision to include receiving
in comerce and attempting to transport or receive in commerce The

reference to aiding and abetting was deleted as unnecessary See

18 U.S.C

The knowledge or intent requirement of former section 837b

was substantially altered by making transportation or receipt of an

explosive in comerce an offense if the individual knows or intends
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that it will be used to kill injure or intimidate an irdividual

in which case no further knowledge or intent should be required or

that it will be used t1unlawfully to damage any building vehicle

or other property The purpose requirement was deleted in the

belief that more simple standard will facilitate proof at trial

Finally the penalty provisions of former section 837b
were changed to increase the basic penalty from maximum one

year or $1000 fine or both to maximum ten years or $10000
fine or both Where injury results the penalty was increased from

ten years or $10000 fine or both to twenty years or $20000 or

both The death penalty provision of former section 837b in cases

where death resulted from violation of that section was constitutionally

defective United States Jackson 390 U.S 570 and was replaced in

section 844d by language imposing life imprisonment or the death

penalty where death results pursuant to 18 U.S.C 34 which is not

constitutionally defective

Section 844e is revision of former section 837d
of title 18 United States Code which prohibited the use of the

mails telephone or other instruments of comerce to wilfully convey

any threat or knowingly false information concerning an attempt

being made or to be made to destroy any building used for the

objectives described in detail with regard to former section 837b
The former provision however was not tied in any way to explosives
Section 844e is designed to deal more specifically with bomb

threats and to increase the penalties applicable to such threats

The penalty is increased from maximum of one year imprisonment

or fine of $1000 or both to maximum of five years imprisonment

or fine of $5000 or both

Because of the increased penalty imposed because of the

particularly severe problems caused by bomb threats section 844e
is confined to information or threats concerning explosives The

purpose requirement has been deleted to make it an offense to

threaten or to convey false information known to be false about

attempts to kill injure or intimidate any person or unlawfully

to damage or destroy any building or property In order to avoid

coverage of number of innocent situations and unduly inhibiting
communication of desirable information section 844e requires that

the conveyance of information be done ma1icious1y requirement

now in the aircraft bomb threat statute 18 U.S.C 35b

Section 844f unlike the previous two subsections is

new and relies for its constitutional base on the power of the

Federal Government to protect its own property See e.g 18 U.S.C
641 theft of Government property 18 U.S.C 1361 wilful destruction

of Government property Destruction of any vehicle used in

commerce by means of an explosive is presently prohibited by

18 U.S.C 33 but it is not clear that all Federal vehicles are
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protected Wilful destruction of oyernment property by any means
is now prohibited by 18 U.S.C 1361 and is punishable by maximum
ten years or $10000 fine if the destruction is more than $100
in value However because use of explosives is so inherently
dangerous to life it is desirable to have specific legislation
dealing with destruction by explosives and imposing penalties vary
ing on whether injury or death is caused Section 844f permits
imposition of the death penalty if death is caused The penalties in

section 844f are the same as those directed in subsection
The requirement of wilfulness excludes accidental damage

To permit the Federal Government to more directly participate
in the investigation and prosecution of the recent rash of attacks
on ROTC facilities and other buildings on college campuses culminating
in the tragedy at the University of Wisconsin section 844f also

encompasses real and personal property belonging to institutions
and organizations receiving Federal financial assistance

Section 844g makes it an offense punishable by up to

one year imprisonment or $1000 fine or both to possess an explosive
in buildings in whole or in part owned by or leased to the Federal
Government and is directly linked to the use prohibition of the
preceding subsection in rationale This is the only provision of the
statute which punishes mere possession irrespective of an intent to
use unlawfully Accordingly it carries lower penalty Such

prohibition is justified because intent may be difficult to prove
where person is apprehended with explosives before he attempts to
use them Furthermore unauthorized possession of explosives in such
circumstances is ordinarily so inherently dangerous an act as to be

worthy of punishment whether or not the possessor intends to use the

explosive for criminal purpose Nevertheless it is recognized that
the subsection comprehends what may be technical or essentially
unintentional violation such situations would call for an exercise
of prosecutorial discretion

Section 844h carries over to the explosives area the

stringent provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968 relating
to the use of firearms and the unlawful carrying of firearms to commit
or during the commission of Federal felony

Section 844i proscribes the malicious damaging or destroying
by means of an explosive of any building vehicle or other real or
personal property used in interstate or foreign commerce or in any
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activity affecting interstate or foreign commerce Attempts would

also be covered Since the term affecting interstate or foreign
commerce represents the fullest jurisdictional breadth constitutionally

permissible under the Commerce Clause NLRB Reliance Fuel Corp
371 U.S 224 226 1963 this is very broad provision covering

substantially all business property While this provision is broad
the Criminal Division believes that there is no question that it is

permissible exercise of Congress authority to regulate and to pro
tect interstate and foreign comerce Numerous other Federal statutes

use similar language and have been constitutionally sustained in the

courts See Labor Management Relations Act 29 U.S.C 141 et seq
Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act 29 U.S.C 401 et seq
Civil Rights Act of 1964 Equal Employment Opportunity provisions
42 U.S.C 2000 et seq Consumer Credit Protection Act Truth in

Lending Provisions 15 U.S.C 1601 et seq and Loan Sharking provisions
18 U.S.C 891 et seq

Like sections 844d and section 844i provides for more

severe penalties in cases where personal injury or death results

including the death penalty in the latter case

Section 844j sets forth the definition of explosive for

the purposes of sections 844d through The use of the separate

definition is for the purpose of including incendiary devices within

the coverage of sections 844d through and to make the exceptions

applicable to the regulatory provisions of this chapter inapplicable
to these sections

Section 845a creates certain exceptions to the provisions

of this chapter which are not applicable to sections 844d through

It states that this chapter is not meant to affect aspects of the trans

portation of explosive materials regulated by the Department of Transportation
The use of explosive materials in medicines and medicinal agents is exempted

as is the delivery of explosive materials to Federal State and local

governmental agencies Subsections and are designed to except

firearms ammunition and small quantity of black powder used by handloaders
for sporting purposes from the coverage of the regulatory provisions of

Title XI Finally subparagraph excludes explosive materials manufactured

under regulation of military department and the distribution of explosive

materials to or the storage or possession of explosive materials by the

armed services or other Federal agencies

Section 845b enables the Secretary to grant relief to certain

individuals from the restrictions that are or would be imposed upon them

under this chapter by reason of having been indicted for or convicted of
felony Thus the Secretary will be permitted to grant relief to persons

who had been convicted of felony in the past but who have demonstrated

since that time that they would not be likely to act in manner dangerous

to the public safety if permitted to purchase explosive materials
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This provision also permits licensee or permittee who makes

application for relief to continue in business pending final action
on the application

Section 846 delineates the investigative jurisdiction under
the various provisions of Title XI

Section 847 gives the Secretary of the Treasury regulation
and rulemaking authority under the regulatory provisions of Title XI-

Finally section 848 sets forth the intent of Congress that

Title XI should not be construed to operate to the exclusion of
State explosives control laws The very framework of the regulatory

provisions of Title XI purposely leaves great deal of room for the
individual States to regulate the purchase possession use and storage
of explosive materials by non-Federally licensed individuals Indeed if

the control of the bombing problem is to be more effective it is essential
for the States to enact and aggressively enforce explosives control legis
lation designed to interact with the new Federal law As is the case with
the Gun Control Act of 1968 the purpose of the explosives law is not to

supplant State statutes and State enforcement efforts but rather to

supplement the State efforts by creating protective Federal statutory
umbrella to protect against the circumvention of such State efforts and

by affording Federal assistance in areas with which the individual States

are not equipped to deal

Investigation and Prosecution

Allocation of Resources

It is obvious that effective enforcement of 18 U.S.C 841-848 will

require careful exercise of prosecutorial discretion On the basis of
recent statistics the number of offenses under these provisions will far
exceed the capability of Federal investigative and prosecutorial resources
The difficult problem facing the Department and United States Attorneys is

the efficient allocation of these resources

Members of the Congressional Comittees which considered Title XI

were aware that its bases of Federal jurisdiction pertaining to the

non-regulatory offenses approached Constitutional limits and they
expressed concern that the legislation would permit the Government to

occupy the field of crimes involving explosives They were advised by
Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson and other Administration witnesses
that Federal authority would be exercised only upon determination by the
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Attorney General or his designee that Federal prosecution is in the public

interest They were specifically assured that the Department of Justice

would not displace the efforts of state and local officials in bombing

matters

Attached to this memorandum is copy of the investigative guidelines

for Title XI which have been furnished to the Federal Bureau of Investigation

and the Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division The guidelines concern

investigations under Section 844d through the provisions as to which

the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Alcohol Tobacco and.Firearms

Division have concurrent jurisdiction The guidelines are intended to avoid

duplication of effort by the investigative agencies and to identify in

general way the areas in which the Attorney General has determined that

Federal resources should be concentrated

Some of the offenses proscribed by Title XI are clearly of primary

Federal concern others can and should be dealt with under state and local

statutes The vast majority however fall into middle group which will

require the careful exercise of prosecutorial discretion on case-by-case

basis The guidelines require full investigationby the Federal Bureau

of Investigation of bombings directed at Federal property Federal

functioni/ or diplomatic facility bombings perpetrated by terrorist

revolutionary organizations and explosive as distinguished from incendiary

bombings on college campuses These offenses are of primary Federal concern

and will generally warrant Federal prosecution

The guidelines do not require investigation of bomb threats

in most cases or of incendiary bombings directed against private or

municipal property Investigation of the former is relatively unproductive

and investigation of the latter is usually within the capability and the

arson jurisdiction of state and local authorities Obviouslythere will be

exceptions to these generalizations which must be resolved on an adQ
basis If the United States Attorney is of the view that direct Federal

action is warranted in such case because of some unusual circumstance he

should advise the General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division ext 2675

2681

jj For purposes of this memorandum Federal function means facility

or activity substantially controlled as well as funded by the Federal

Government e.g National Guard ROTC Selective Service facilities
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Most bombing offenses will fall into the middle category which

requires careful exercise of discretion by the United States Attorney and

the Division concerned These include the bombings of property used in or

affecting interstate commerce 18 U.S.C 844i As to these offenses

the investigative guidelines require form of preliminary investigation

which is designed to furnish enough information to permit an informed

exercise of discretion In every such case the motivation of the offender

the nature of the target and thefeasibility of state investigation and

prosecution are important considerations The nature of the target may be

especially significant For example the bombing of broadcasting facility

is of particular Federal concern because it is an attack on Federally

licensed and regulated business as well as an interference with consti

tutionally protected right On the other hand the bombing of local

chamber of comerce will usually be vigorously investigated and prosecuted

by local authorities and little or no Federal assistance will be required
If such bombing is beyond the investigative capability of local authorities

full Federal investigation may be indicated It does not necessarily

follow however that use of the limited Federal prosecutive resources is

also warranted

Investigative and prosecutorial determinations under that portion

of 18 U.S.C 844f which proscribes the bombing of real or personal

property owned or used by any institution or organization receiving

Federal financial assistance will present unusual difficulty While the

quoted phrase reflects Congressional concern over attacks on Reserve Officers

Training Corps facilities and other buildings on college campusesit broadens

Federal jurisdiction to include many other activities as well Federal

jurisdiction conceivably extends inter alia to public schools local

police departments in receipt of LEAA assistance and coninercial enterprises

financed in part with Federally guaranteed loans This very broad juris
diction must clearly be exercised with restraint As general principle
Federal prosecution will be reserved for major cases in which local authorities

are unable or unwilling to proceed and in which there is substantial Federal

interest Bombings of police property and other civic facilities will

ordinarily result in effective enforcement at the local level without Federal

assistance other than occasional laboratory support However Federal

investigation and prosecution may be necessary if the victim is research

institution substantially supported by Federal grants

Offenses arising from the possession of explosives see e.g
18 U.S.C 842h and 844g frequently can be effectively dealt

with under state or local statutes If so local authorities should be

permitted and encouraged to handle all phases of the matter from seizure

of the explosives to prosecution
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The widespread publicity attendant upon the enactment of Title XI

may have lulled state and local authorities into the belief that bombings

are now Federal problem United States Attorneys should be alert to

correct such misapprehensions by persuasion coupled with cand4d admission

of the limitations on Federal resources and an offer of laboratory facilities

and out-of-state assistance It may also be helpful to advise state and

local authorities that prosecutions under Sections 844d through require

prior Departmental authorization

Departmental Responsibilities

While most offenses proscribed by Title XI fall within the

jurisdiction of the Criminal Division many are of primary concern to

the Civil Rights or Internal Security Division To relieve the investi

gative agencies of the burden of deciding in each case which Division has

responsibility for enforcement the Attorney General has assigned the

Criminal Division General Crimes Section responsibility for initial

coordination of all cases arising under Title XI Inherent in this

coordination function is corollary service to United States Attorneys

the General Crimes Section is the clearing house for all inquiries arising

under the statute until but not after responsibility for particular

matter has passed to the Civil Rights or Internal Security Divisions or to

another Section of the Criminal Division

Militant Groups

The legislative history of Title XI reflects that the primary

impetus to Congressional action was the current wave of terrorist type

bombings by paramilitary and revolutionary groups of multistate

scope To considerable degree the success of the Departments enforcement

efforts will depend upon effective suppression of bombings by such persons

As the first step toward the discharge of this responsibility the investi

gative guidelines require that the Federal Bureau of Investigation conduct

full investigation of any offense under Sections 844d through when

preliminary evidence indicates involvement by members of such militant

organization Investigations by the Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division

of violations of Section 842 may also implicate members of such groups

Effective prosecutive determinations in these cases must take into con

sideration the relationship of the particular offense to the other activities

of the organization with which the defendants are associated This process

requires background of intelligence information concerning the organization

its members and its methods Ordinarily neither the requisite intelligence

data nor the time to assimilate it is available in United States Attorneys
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offices For this reason -United States Attorneys considering any case

for prosecution under Title XI should ensure that the investigative agency

has determined whether the subject is known to be member of or associated

with any paramilitary or revolutionary organization If so the General

Crimes Section should be notified before prosecution is initiated As

indicated above if the matter under consideration involves violation of

sections 844d through approval to initiate prosecution must be

obtained from the appropriate Division of the Department Those matters

and procedures which this document indicates are within the jurisdiction

of the Criminal Division approval may be discussed telephonically with

the General Crimes Section ext 2675 2681

.t
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ALLOCATION OF INVESTIGATIVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

TITLE XI ORGANIZED CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1970

REGULATION OF EXPLOSIVES

Title XI of the captioned law amends title 18 United States Code by

adding new chapter 40 with section numbers 841 through 848 governing the

importation manufacture distribution and storage of explosive materials
and creating certain Federal offenses pertaining to the unlawful use of

explosives Administration of explosives regulation is vested in the

Secretary of the Treasury as is investigative jurisdiction over the unlawful

acts proscribed in section 842 The Federal Bureau of Investigation and the

Department of Treasury have concurrent investigative jurisdiction as to the

remainder of chapter 40 i.e the unlawful acts proscribed in subsections

and of section 844

Title XI greatly broadens Federal authority pertaining to explosives-
connected offenses At the same time Congress has expressly disclaimed any
intent to occupy the field to the exclusion of state law on the same subject
matter To effect both Congressional purposes it is essential that the

limited Federal investigative resources be carefully allocated particularly
in cases in which both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Federal Bureau

of Investigation have jurisdiction It is proposed that the following
guidelines be established for the investigation of possible violations of

subsections 844d-i of title 18

This memorandum applies only to those incidents as to which the FBI

had no investigative jurisdiction prior to the enactment of captioned law and

to incidents previously subject to Bureau investigation by reason of chapter
65 title 18 United States Code Malicious Mischief Investigative

procedures in other types of incidents e.g train wrecking damaging
aircraft and motor vehicles racketeering shall remain unchanged

Except as indicated in paragraph below the Bureau will conduct

full investigation of any alleged violation of subsection 844g and any

bombing or attempted bombing whether explosive or incendiary proscribed by
section 844 which

is directed at Federal property e.g military

facility or at Federal function e.g Selective

Service or ROTC facility

is directed at foreign diplomatic facilities or at

activities such as transportation and tourist offices

Other than property or functions of the Treasury Department which are the

responsibility of ATFD
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operating under the aegis of foreign government

although not in diplomatic status

preliminary evidence indicates was perpetrated

by members of terrorist/revolutionary organization

Except as indicated in paragraph below the Bureau will conduct
full investigation of any alleged violation which involves the use or

attempted use of explosive as distinguished from incendiary materials

against the facilities of college or university

Copies of case reports prepared pursuant to this paragraph and

paragraph will be furnished directly to the General Crimes Section of the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice and the appropriate United

States Attorney

The Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Division of the Department of

Treasury will exercise investigative jurisdiction over violations of
section 844 which are ancillary to its primary jurisdiction over the
Federal firearms laws or over section 842 of title XI and will also submit

reports pursuant to this assignment to the General Crimes Section of the
Criminal Division

Except as indicated in paragraphs and above the ATFD will

exercise primary investigative jurisdiction over violations of section

8441 offenses against property used in or affecting interstate or

foreign commerce unless notified by the Criminal Division that an FBI

investigation has been requested in particular matter The FBI will

exercise primary investigative jurisdiction over offenses not otherwise

assigned above which are proscribed in sections 844d interstate transportation
of explosives with unlawful intent and 844f offenses against property of the
United States or of organizations receiving Federal financial assistance In

all incidents covered by this paragraph which involve the use or attempted use
of explosive as distinguished from incendiary materials the investigative

agency concerned will ascertain sufficient background information to permit
an informed decision by the appropriate Division of the Department of Justice

concerning the exercise of Federal jurisdiction Background information will

include facts bearing on motivation such as involvement of the suspected

perpetrators in terrorist/revolutionary activities organized crime labor-

management disputes or racial-religious hate activities the applicability
of state and local laws and likelihood of state or local investigative and

prosecutive action and any other available facts relevant to the question
whether the offense warrants Federal investigation and prosecution Background
information will be submitted telephonically or by teletype to the General
Crimes Section of the Criminal Division and to the appropriate United States
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Attorney The Criminal Division will advise the investigative agency concerned
whether the matter should be submitted to any other Division or Section of the
Criminal Division However no further action will be taken except by
direction of the Division concerned

Upon receipt of information alleging or suggesting violation of
subsection 844e threats false information the Bureau will review
available information to determine whether the identity of the offender is
known or can be readily ascertained and if not whether the evidence suggests

pattern or plan of such offenses by particular offender or against
particular victim If such pattern appears or if the offender is identified
all available information will be disseminated as indicated in paragraph
above

Violations of 844h should be handled as an adjunct of the felony
from which they arise and should be discussed with the appropriate United
States Attorney or Division of the Department handling prosecution of the
underlying felony offense


